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created each one of us. and so it follows that holiness
is the normal condition of humankind. it is what each
of us is meant to be. the call to holiness is the echo
of God’s longing for each one of us. and further, our
everyday life is the gift by means of which we are
meant to draw ever nearer to holiness. our daily life
is the matter (stuff), so to speak, which we are meant
to transform into holiness. this means that every
single moment of our daily life, every experience, at
whatever time and at whatever place, can serve, and
is meant to serve, as a spiritual exercise. someone

said: “Every single
experience of our daily
life is grist for the
grindstone of holiness.
No experience is
wasted.”

if we truly accept this
truth, then there is no
way we can lose. we
cannot lose once we
realise that everything
that happens to us is
meant to teach us how to
become holy. because
then, from every single
event in our daily lives,
we learn about ourselves
and so come closer to
our true selves; by the
same token we come
closer to the holy one
(God), who is even
closer to our true selves
than we are.  so, what
actually is ‘holiness’ and
do i believe that it is
possible to grow in

holiness? let me just
say here that there are a
number of words that
are used to convey
‘holiness’: sanctity, the
call to be saints, the

t
he theme chosen for our Xv General synod is
Passionist Life: The Call to Holiness in
Community for Evangelisation. my aim in

this reflection will be to focus on the meaning of
‘holiness’ with the presupposition that holiness of
life is a pre-requisite for our community witness and
our evangelical mission.

in this year of consecrated life, Pope Francis
points out that it is through our lives (witness) that we
point to the reality of God and that we can offer an
alternative to the various
utopias that are presented
by the world. being
consecrated to God (which
is for everyone) is a
process of becoming holy;
becoming more God-like
and striving to live out the
values of the Gospel. we
are also reminded that our
call to be Passionists is
rooted in our primary call -
baptism. when we are
baptised, we are claimed
by God and become his
adopted sons and
daughters. we enter into a
filial (sonship) relationship
with God. through the
sacrament of baptism, we
are “brought back” from
“original sin” to what st
John Paul ii called:
“original holiness” – how
God meant us to be.

the ‘call to holiness’
comes from God; it is he
who is calling us to be
holy…“Be holy (perfect)
as your heavenly Father is
holy (perfect)” (Mt. 5:48).
it was in longing for each
of us to be holy that God

“Being consecrated to God… is a process of
becoming holy; becoming more God-like and
striving to live out the values of the Gospel… Our
call to be Passionists is rooted in our primary call-
Baptism.”

ThE Curia iNforms

[Editor’s Note: the General synod of the congregation took place in Rome at the Generalate of sts. John and Paul

during 12-23 october 2015.  currently, all of the documents, including numerous fotos can be found on the

congregation’s web site, passiochristi.org.  while the next issue of the Pib will be dedicated entirely to the synod, in

this issue we offer a synthesis of the reflection of Fr. Joachim Rego, superior General, at the beginning of the synod,

together with some excerpts of Fr. General’s homily at the mass that concluded the synod.]

Fr. Joachim Rego, C.P. Superior General

The Call to Holiness
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call to be perfect, wholeness, wisdom. and all this is
connected with the ‘spiritual life’. 

… holiness is not something impossible or
for the few. it is accessible to everyone. holiness is
produced in us by the will of God (gift, invitation)
and our acceptance of it (response). it is living every
moment to the fullest in accordance with our
vocation or state in life. what God arranges for us to
experience at each moment is the best and holiest
thing that could happen to us…  to be holy, to strive
for perfection, to become saints means to love in
actual fact more perfectly, for this will bring us closer
to God. Love is the central element in christian
holiness. as st John of the cross said: “In the
evening of our lives we shall be examined in love.” it

is not sufficient for the tree to remain alive, it must
also bear fruit.  st. Paul of the cross said: “He who
desires to be a great saint, must take care that
nothing live in him which is not purely God; and this
he will know to be the case if all his actions are done
for the love of God and united with those of Jesus
Christ, who is our way, truth, and life.”

one person, at the end of his life, wrote this
sentence: “There is only one sadness, the sadness of
not being a saint” (Leon Bloy). this sentence is a
haunting one because ordinarily we allow ourselves
to be saddened by failures of every kind, the failure

ThE Curia iNforms

to become so famous as we had once dreamed of
being; the failure to be rich or beautiful or model of
health. all these failures, and many others, are
constant and nagging sources of sadness to us
throughout our lives. but when we reach the end of
our lives (“in the evening of our lives”), we shall
realise that none of these things which have caused us
so much heartache are really cause for ultimate
sadness – none of them matters any longer. the only
sadness, now, is the sadness of not being a saint!...

all christian disciples, but especially we
religious, are called to be the light of the world. we
are supposed to be a light to ourselves and to others.
are we or are we not? because that may well be what
accounts for the fact that the world is in darkness! so,
what is meant by the light of christ in our lives?
what is ‘holiness’? are we really seriously supposed
to be saints? how do you feel when someone calls
you a ‘saint’? if the truth be faced, many of us do not
believe, in practice, that sanctity is possible for us.
yet we are called by God to holiness of life! if so, and
if holiness is beyond our natural power to achieve
(which it certainly is), then it follows that God
himself must give us the light, the strength, and the
courage to fulfil the task he requires of us. and he
certainly will give us the grace we need. if we do not
become saints, it is perhaps because we do not avail
ourselves of God’s gift…

we know that the stereotyped image of saints
presented to us, whether in stories, pictures or
paintings, is often quite unreal…they are often
portrayed as being beyond (or have no difficulties
with) temptation; has the absolute and heroic answer;
throws oneself into fire, ice water, thorn bushes
rather than face an occasion of sin; kissing the leper’s
sores; without humour and feelings; without interest
in the common affairs of people. it leaves us with the
feeling that this is not for me…it is quite
impossible!...

the call to be ‘perfect’ is not about having no
imperfections; rather, it is a call to be fully human.
so, sanctity is not a matter of being less human, but
more human than others. this means that one has a
greater capacity for concern, for suffering, for
understanding, for sympathy, and also for humour,
for joy, for wonder, for appreciation of the good and
beautiful things of life.

a false or pretended “way of perfection” (striving
to be angels rather than human beings, destroying
human values precisely because they are human,
setting oneself apart from others) is a sin against faith
in the incarnation. it shows contempt for the
humanity for which christ did not hesitate to die on
the cross.

holiness presupposes, before any christian
education or formation, sound and ordered human
emotions. Grace builds on nature not by suppressing
our human instinct, but by healing it and lifting it up

“All Christian disciples, but especially we
religious, are called to be the light of the world.
We are supposed to be a light to ourselves and
to others.”
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to a spiritual level. there must always be a proper
place for healthy, spontaneous emotions in the
christian life. we see these at work in the humanity
of christ himself. he always displayed a sensitive
and warmly responsive humanness. so also, we who
want to imitate christ must learn to do so, not by
imposing a hard and violent control/suppression of
our emotions, but by allowing grace to form and
develop our emotional life in the service of charity
(love).

now, how do we achieve all this? it
is natural to wish for a simple method
of solving all spiritual problems. i
suppose there is always the desire and
hope in us that the essence of christian
perfection, or “how to become a saint”,
will be presented in a few clear
formulas, i.e. do this, follow these steps
and you will become a saint (holy). but
‘sanctity’ and ‘holiness’ cannot be
easily achieved by following some
simple formula – except by living the
Gospel, i.e. listening to God’s word
and acting upon it. so, while it is
quite clear that we are called to
‘holiness’, to ‘be perfect’, and while
we know that perfection/holiness
consists in “keeping the
commandments of christ to love one
another as he has loved us”, still each
one of us has to work out his/her
salvation in the mystery and often confusion of
his/her own individual life. in doing this, each person
actually comes out with a new ‘way’, a new
‘sanctity’ which is all his/her own, because each one
of us has a unique and peculiar vocation to reproduce
the likeness of christ in a way that is not quite the
same as anybody else’s, since no two of us are quite
alike…

the concept/image we have of God is very
important in our quest for holiness and seeking
perfection. if we believe that God is truly our loving
Father, if we can really accept the truth of his infinite
and compassionate concern for us, if we believe that
he loves us not because we are worthy but because
we need his love, then we can progress with
confidence. we will not be discouraged by our
weaknesses and failures. a wrong image of God,
however, will bring great difficulties in our living the
christian life. so, we must begin by believing that
God is our father. otherwise we will not be able to
face the difficulties of the christian way of
perfection.

sanctity is about union with God “in Christ”… 
Finally, if we are to hear the call to holiness, then

we must learn to stop and be still. this is crucial.
what our attempt to stop and be still reveals to most
of us is that we are in a hurry; we are ahead of

ourselves, incapable of resting in one spot… we will
not be able to see any realities clearly (including
spiritual realities) if we are being rapidly whisked
along by our desires. hurry can blind us to reality!
we can fail to notice what is important. the call to
‘be still’ is not something new for us christians. it is
summed up in the bible: “Be still and know that I am
God” (Ps. 46:10). it is in stillness, in silence, that we
come to know God. emptiness, stillness, silence,

each of these words is an attempt to pin-point the
condition in which God is known…

so, in following the call to holiness, we must
learn to slow down; to stop and be still. we must
grow in appreciation of a life of solitude: being alone
with God and with myself.

st Paul of the cross said: “Physical solitude is a
good thing provided that it is backed up by prayer
and a holy life, but far better than this, is solitude of
the heart which is the interior desert in which your
spirit can become totally immersed in God, and can
hear and savor the words of eternal life.”

______________________________

Homily at the Mass that Concluded the
Synod

my brothers, we come to express our thanks
to God for his grace, accompaniment and
enlightenment as we are ready to close this time of
the synod in which we have participated with
openness and freedom, seeking always to be
continually renewed so that we can more
authentically live our life and mission in the church
as Passionists.

“Love is the central element in Christian holiness… It is not
sufficient for the tree to remain alive, it must also bear fruit.”
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in these days, we have met one another, engaged
with one another, prayed with one another, shared
with one another, listened to one another, learnt from
one another, agreed and disagreed with one another,
struggled with one another because of the limits of
language or perhaps even some unresolved past
history – but always with respect for who we are and
with a spirit of solidarity and compassion.

when we opened this General synod, i
emphasised my hope that our gathering would not be
just a business meeting, but a faith event, which
would hopefully have a transforming effect on our
ministry of leadership and authority in the
congregation, through our remembrance of the call
to holiness in community life and our evangelising
mission…

this synod work led us to reflect on many themes
associated with our lives: community life and
fraternity, evangelisation, formation, inclusion,
equity and justice, solidarity, hospitality and
compassion. keeping in mind the theme chosen for
our synod (Passionist life: the call to holiness in
community for evangelisation), we have been
challenged in these days to reflect on all these sub-
themes and issues in the light of our call to holiness
of life, i.e. how do we live according to God’s way –
the way of the Gospel of Jesus in prayer and
spirituality; how do we exercise God’s will,
especially in the way we show respect for life,
promote the integrity of creation, and patiently
promote healthy relationships with all people; and,
what witness do we give as Passionists in community
for the mission of proclaiming the word of the cross.

i would like to believe that the gift you will take
back to your brothers and sisters in community and
mission after this synod will be one of renewed hope
and positive energy. it is true that there are, at times,

ThE Curia iNforms

so many disappointing, de-energising and negative
situations with which we are faced…and so often we
cannot find satisfactory solutions. but, “be ready, for
the son of man is coming at an unexpected hour.”
(lk. 12:40)  surprise, fresh starts and new beginnings
are always possible!

______________________________

Civilian Honour in Papua New Guinea

on sunday June 21, 2015, Fr. Joachim, superior
General, received the “companion of the order of
the star of melaneisa” (csm). the medal was
conferred by the Governor General of Papua new
Guinea, sir michael ogio, at the conclusion of the
eucharist at st. Joseph’s church boroko, where sir
michael was once a parishioner when Fr. Joachim
was the Parish Priest. also present was the former
Prime minister Grand chief sir michael somare.

it is the third highest civilian honor of Papua new
Guinea and is rarely given to a religious leader. Fr.
Joachim was awarded this honor for his services to
the community as a catholic priest in pastoral care
among the sepik and national capital communities
and in the formation of national Religious of the
Passionist congregation.

“Sanctity…means that one has a greater
capacity for concern, for suffering, for
understanding, for sympathy, and also for
humour, for joy, for wonder, for appreciation of
the good and beautiful things of life.”

Fr. Joachim Rego, Superior General and Sir
Michael Ogio, Governor General of Papua New
Guinea.
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Missionaries of

Mercy

The Passionists and 
the Holy Year of Mercy

Fr. Antonio María Munduate Larrea
General Consultor

the “missionaries” in the title of this article,

“missionaries of mercy” does not refer to any specific

religious institute; (1) rather these are the “missionaries of

mercy” that Pope Francis will send forth during lent

2016, in the midst of the holy year of mercy. the ministry

of these missionaries is associated with the request that

"missions for the people" be organized in every diocese in

the hope that these “missionaries” will proclaim the joy of

forgiveness. (2)

the intent of this article is an invitation to us

Passionists to consider our vocation and mission within

the framework of mercy, which has been historically

present in our ministries, especially in preaching popular

missions and in the celebration of the sacrament of

Reconciliation.

reconciliation and Mercy

the concept of mercy is associated with sin and

forgiveness:  “When faced with the gravity of sin, God

responds with the fullness of mercy. Mercy will always be

greater than any sin, and no one can place limits on the

love of God who is ever ready to forgive.” (3)  the word

“misericordia” can be defined as “an attribute of God,

whereby he forgives the sins and the despair of his

creatures".   as we know, this forgiveness and mercy of

God is offered to us, in particular, through the sacrament

of Penance and Reconciliation:  "Those who approach the

sacrament of Penance obtain pardon from God's mercy

for the offense committed against him...” (4)

the text of the preface of Penance in the spanish

language sacramentary beautifully captures this

experience of mercy, forgiveness and reconciliation:  "For

those who are shipwrecked because of sin, the sacrament

of reconciliation opens the port of mercy and peace

through the death and resurrection of Christ. By the power

of your Spirit, you offer the Church, holy and at the same

time in need of repentance, a second chance for salvation

after baptism, to renew it unceasingly and gather it in the

festive feast of your love".

Missionaries- bearers of the Mercy of the God

the reference to a “second chance for salvation”

offered to the sinner calls to mind the image of the

lifeguard who sits on the beach and assists swimmers,

watching over them.  moreover, as soon as he perceives

danger, he runs to the person and offers him a lifejacket, a

flotation device, to hold on to so that he does not perish.

Pope Francis suggests this image in the Papal bull of the

Jubilee of mercy when he says, “[the missionaries of

mercy] are asked to celebrate the Sacrament of

Reconciliation with their people so that the time of grace

offered by the Jubilee Year will make it possible for many

of God’s sons and daughters to take up once again the

journey to the Father’s house…May the message of mercy

reach everyone, and may no one be indifferent to the call

to experience mercy.” (5)

From a Passionist perspective, this has been the

apostolic work of our congregation throughout history.

the goal of the preaching of missions is to call listeners to

conversion, and to encourage those already converted to

persevere on the path of holiness. Paul of the cross was

aware that the foundation of the congregation in the

church was the work of the “Father of mercies”, of the

“most merciful God” (6). therefore, the life and the

apostolate of our religious should be a response to this

mercy of the lord, offering it to all who benefit from our

apostolate. “They are not to neglect any means and make

every effort to obtain the conversion of souls, by means of

missions, catechetical instruction, sermons, meditations,

retreats... and with all kinds of apostolic ministries." (7)

the goal of this apostolic work was achieved when the

process of conversion brought the penitent to the

Official Vatican Logo for the
Jubilee Year of Mercy
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celebration of the sacrament of penance, and then to holy

communion. therefore, one of the important works of the

mission was hearing confessions. “Such an exhausting

task [hearing Confessions] performed with care and

without undue haste, was considered the most important

means for forming the conscience of well-disposed

persons. Missionaries were given special faculties, which

enabled them to solve difficult cases and absolve from

censures.  This encouraged people.” (8)

during the preaching of missions, the priests

encountered people who were often living in irregular

situations.  it was for this reason that the missionaries had

extraordinary faculties to be able to remedy these

situations whenever the conditions required for this

purpose were suitable. over time, these faculties were also

applied to other apostolic activities:  “All of the privileges

(9) and faculties, with regard to absolution or

dispensations that were granted to us for the period of the

mission can also be applied to retreats (spiritual

exercises), novenas, triduums and extended preaching.”

(10) p. 451

Using the words of Pope Francis, we can say that

the priests of our congregation are truly “missionaries of

mercy”. as we approach the celebration of the third

centenary of our congregation (2020) this mission

continues. the preaching of parish missions and the

celebration of the sacrament of Reconciliation are still

ministries of our congregation (11), and the faculties that

were granted to us remain in force.

The privilege or faculty of

absolution (12)

"Confessors of our Congregation,

appointed to hear confessions in

accordance with the rules of Canon

Law, can absolve the penitents in the

internal forum from those censures

reserved by common law to the

Bishop or the Ordinary". (13)

this was a privilege granted to

the Jesuits by Paul iii (03/06/1545)

and extended to all regular institutes.

not even the council of trent or the

constitution “apostolicae sedis” of

Pius iX (12/10/1869), which reduced

the number of the “latae sentenciae”

censures and reordered all the

material, ever revoked it. our

institute received this privilege by

concession. (14) by his apostolic

authority, Pope Pius X, on may 18,

1907, confirmed our privileges and

faculties, as Fr. bernard mary

silvestrelli had published them in

1882, and as if all of them had been

granted directly to us. at the same

time, the Pope resolved any possible abuses, as well as

disputed or expired privileges. (15)

in the current code of canon law, five censures

are reserved to the holy see. (16) all other “latae

sentenciae” censures -three of excommunication (17),

five of interdict (18) and five of suspension “ad divinis”

(19) - are no longer reserved to the holy see; rather they

are reserved to the local ordinary.  of those censures

reserved to the local ordinary, our religious can dispense

them by privilege, in the internal forum. in practice, our

confessors have the same powers as the Penitentiary of a

cathedral church. (20)

Conditions

as noted above, absolution refers only to the

internal forum, sacramental or extra-sacramental, the

forum of conscience, under the appropriate conditions.

on the part of the penitent, the conditions for the

celebration of the sacrament of Reconciliation must be

observed. on the part of the priest, he must always have

not only the power of orders — so-called fitness and

suitability, c. 970 – but also the right to exercise the

sacrament for the faithful to whom he gives absolution.

without this license or faculty the absolution is not valid

(c. 696) and he who gives it incurs the consequences of

interdict and suspension previously noted. i think that this

is a very delicate matter, which unfortunately is not

always observed.

although it is not within the scope of this article,

it should be remembered that the superior of a religious

“For those who are shipwrecked because of sin, the sacrament of
reconciliation opens the port of mercy and peace through the death
and resurrection of Christ.”
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institute may grant to any priest (including, of course,

those of his own congregation) the faculty to hear

confessions of his subjects and those who dwell day and

night in the house. the ability to exercise this ministry

apart from the house or with those who do not dwell in the

house, is the purview of the local ordinary (c. 969).

the members of religious institutes acquire domicile

when they are in the house to which they are assigned (a

residence is not a canonical house), and quasi-domicile in

their place of residence (if they intend to remain there at

least three months, according to c. 102 § 2, c. 103). the

domicile affords membership in a parish and in a diocese.

each diocese has its own regulations regarding priests

who do not have their domicile within its boundaries.

they normally require that if one resides in it more than

three months (quasi-domicile), the priest should request

the corresponding ministerial faculties from the diocesan

bishop.

a time of hope?

the proclamation of the Jubilee year of mercy, the

appointment of “missionaries of mercy” with

extraordinary powers and the organization of diocesan

missions “for the people” can make us feel very

optimistic. we may think-- this is just what was missing!

here we are, the Passionists, who can respond to this

initiative and offer

to carry out this

apostolic work! i

don't want to pre-

empt any planned

events or throw cold

water on any

initiatives, but i am

afraid that all this

can be merely a

beautiful mirage that

will allow us to keep

dreaming about

what we were and

what we could be.

on one hand,

organizing a mission

takes time and the

Jubilee year will

begin in a few

months.  there is

also the reality of the

very limited

capacity of our

congregation today

to respond to

possible requests for

missions as well as the preparation needed by of many of

our religious for this ministry.

on the other hand, currently there is a different sense

of and understanding about a “popular mission”. in 2007,

ThE Curia iNforms

the fifth General conference of the bishops of latin

america and the caribbean convoked a “continental

mission” that we embraced with great enthusiasm.

together with the Redemptorists, vincentians and the

monfort missionaries, i participated in a workshop

organized by the episcopal conference of colombia to

prepare the work for this mission. everything ended there.

a mission, in colombia, is usually entrusted to the laity,

i.e. pastoral assistants. this is the same approach in the

majority of [latin american] countries.

several months ago, i had the opportunity to do a

canonical visitation to our communities in northern and

central italy, and i observed the same reality: a group of

lay people of a parish is prepared so that they can go on

mission to the neighboring parish. For religious living in

the diocese, it is not easy to share in this ministry format

and it is almost unthinkable for religious who do not live

in the diocese to do so. it may seem that our traditional

apostolate has no place in the current diocesan apostolic

structures.

at the end of the Jubilee year, it may be helpful for us

to do an evaluation- how many Passionists were

appointed “missionaries of mercy”?  how many “popular

missions” were preached within the context of the year of

mercy?  how many of the shrines entrusted to us

Passionists were designated Jubilee sites?

Conclusion

in conclusion, regardless of the answers to the above

questions, we need to consider the holy year of mercy as

“We need to consider the Holy Year of Mercy as an opportunity, a call to
reawaken in each one of us the fundamental dimensions of our vocation and
mission as Passionists: to always be ‘Missionaries of Mercy’.”
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an opportunity, a call to reawaken in each one of us the

fundamental dimensions of our vocation and mission as

Passionists: to always be Missionaries of Mercy.  we need

to have “bowels” of mercy; like Jesus, the "heart" of God

-- tenderness toward people, especially those who are

excluded, sinners and the sick. we must live mercy and

compassion through understanding and close contact with

them. we welcome, listen and give advice in all areas of

our ministry, but especially in the administration of the

sacrament of Reconciliation. (23) For those who are

shipwrecked because of sin, the sacrament of

reconciliation opens the port of mercy and peace through

the death and resurrection of Christ. 

in a meeting with the priests of Rome, as well as on

many other occasions, Pope Francis said that he envisions

the church as “a field hospital” and christians, especially

priests and consecrated religious, as those who know how

to approach and kneel before the wounded and cure them.

isn’t this also our vocation and mission? (24) 

St. Paul of the Cross-
Martyr of the Confessional

[the following excerpt is from the one-volume italian

language biography of st. Paul of the cross by enrico

Zoffoli-- “san Paolo della croce”, 1975, ed. a cura dei PP.

Passionisti di Puglia e calabria, manduria,  p. 271]

[the sacrament of] confession was of vital

importance to st. Paul of the cross since it was the setting

in which he could conclude his extensive missionary

activity in a highly positive way. so that every person had

the opportunity to have access to him, he organized his

time schedule with ingenious foresight. there was no

place or hour when it was not possible-and even easy--for

everyone who so wished, to meet with him, including

criminals who needed to take advantage of the night to

avoid falling into the hands of the law. while his

preaching service during the mission was well attended,

generally the confessional was the most crowded.

many also came from “distant provinces”, greatly

intensifying his work. every day he would be “nailed” in

place, hearing confessions for ten to twelve hours each

day. he was patient, gentle and understanding, and

although he could be challenging, he was extremely

pastoral.  he was able to immediately discern the nature of

the matter and go directly to the essentials, thus leading

the penitent to true interior transformation.

in particular, he knew how to assign penances that

were feasible, because he understood that they fulfilled

the dual function of atonement and healing, aiming

ultimately to re-establish one’s relationship with God.

this process often went beyond the simple acquisition of

grace, to that of guiding the individual along the most

demanding paths to sanctity.

when the penitents left him, even their faces seemed

transfigured. one poor man, overcome with contrition,

began to beat his breast with a stone, and he would have

done severe harm to himself if Paul had not controlled

him. another fainted at his feet.  obviously, these are

extreme cases.  however, they demonstrate how effective

and incisive was the sacramental ministry of a missionary

who was endowed with all of the perfect charisms of a

true “minister of the Gospel”.

__________________

(1) in the 2013 edition of the “anuario Pontificio”

there is no institute that is named, “Missionaries of

Mercy”.  there are five male religious congregations that

refer to “mercy” in their title: brothers of mercy

(F.m.m.), brothers of mercy of mary help of christians

(F.m.m.a.), brothers of our lady of mercy (F.d.m.),

sons of merciful love (F.a.m.) and Priests of mercy

(c.P.m.).  there is also a secular lay institute (servants of

divine mercy) and more than fifty female institutes that in

some form or other refer to “mercy” and the majority of

these include marian spirituality, related with our lady of

mercy.

Confessional used by St. Paul of the Cross in the
Cathedral of “Our Lady of Assumption” in
Orbetello (GR). Photo by: John Pole
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episcopo seu ordinario reservatis”. antonio calabrese,

c.P., 445.

(14) cf. clemente Xiv, Bula Supremi Apostolatus,

§11.

(15) cf. antonio calabrese, cP, pp. 441-445.

(16) 1: violation of the sacred species (c.1367); 2:

Physical attacks on the Roman Pontiff (c.1370, §1); 3: a

priest attempting to absolve his accomplice of a sin

against the sixth commandment (c.1378§ 1 with c. 977);

4) Unauthorized episcopal consecration (c.1382); 5)

violation of confessional seal (c. 1388).

(17) 1: apostasy, heresy or schism (c.1364, §1); 2: a

person who procures a completed abortion (c.1398) and

3: anyone who records confessions, real or bogus, his

own or another’s, by any technical means, or recording

and dissemination in the media of social communication

of anything that the confessor or the penitent have said in

confession, real or bogus, his own or another’s (decree of

the congregation for the doctrine of the Faith, 23

september 1988. aas 1988, p. 1367).

(18) Physical attacks on Religious Figures (c.1370,

§2); 2) a person who attempts the liturgical action of the

eucharistic sacrifice though not promoted to the

sacerdotal order (c. 1378 §2, n.1); 3) a person who,

though unable to give sacramental absolution validly,

attempts to impart it or who hears sacramental confession

(c.1378 §2. n. 2); 4) a person who falsely denounces

before an ecclesiastical superior a confessor of the delict

mentioned in can. 1387 (c.1390 §1); 5) a perpetually

professed religious who is not a cleric and who attempts

marriage, even if only civilly (can. 1394 §2).

(19) the cleric who: 1) uses physical force against a

bishop incurs a latae sententiae interdict and, if he is a

cleric, also a latae sententiae suspension. (c.1370 §2); 2)

attempts the liturgical action of the eucharistic sacrifice

though not promoted to the sacerdotal order (c. 1378 §2,

n.1); 3) a person who, though unable to give sacramental

absolution validly, attempts to impart it or who hears

sacramental confession (c.1378 §2. n. 2); 4) a person

who falsely denounces before an ecclesiastical superior a

confessor of the delict mentioned in can. 1387 (c.1390

§1); 5) a bishop who, contrary to the prescript of can.

1015, ordains without legitimate dimissorial letters

someone who is not his subject is prohibited for a year

from conferring the order. (c.1383)

(20) cf. letter regarding this topic of Fr. Umberto

Palmerini, cP secretary General.

(21) they will also have the faculty to absolve sins that

are reserved to the apostolic see, “Bull of Indiction of the

Extraordinary Jubilee of Mercy”.

(22) v General bishops conference of latin american

and the caribbean, Aparecida Document, nn.362.551.

(23) cf. Francis, Meeting with the pastors of Rome:

Above all Mercy means healing wounds, 

Rome, 06/03/2014.

(24) cf c 65: we proclaim the Passion of christ as a

reality that is present in the life of those that are 'crucified'.
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(2) cf. Francis, “Bull of Indiction of the Extraordinary

Jubilee of Mercy”, no. 18.

(3) ibid, no. 3.

(4) “Catechism of the Church”, no. 1422, lG 11.

(5)  Francis, “Bull of Indiction of the Extraordinary

Jubilee of Mercy”, nos. 18-19.

(6) cf. “accounts” 1747, §1 and “accounts” 1762, §2

[found in “studies in Passionist spirituality and

history” no.1]

(7) “accounts” 1762, §22.

(8) Fabiano Giorgini, “History of the Congregation of

the Passion of Jesus Christ”, vol. 1, p. 494.

(9) c. 76, §1 “the privilege or a favor granted to

certain persons, whether physical or juridical, by means

of a special act can be granted by the legislator as well as

by an executive authority to whom the legislator has

granted this power.  §2 centenary or immemorial

possession induces a presumption that a privilege has

been granted.”

(10) For all that concerns the topic of privileges see the

italian language work of antonio calabrese, “Diritto

particolare e privilegi dei Passionisti”, Rome, 1992, pp.

439-558. “omnibus privilegiis et facultatibus, quoad

absolutionem aut dispensationem, pro tempore

missionum nobis concessis, uti possumus etiam in

exercitiis, novenis, triduis vel alia quacumque

continuata prædicatione”. ibid. 456.

(11) cf. “constitutions”, no. 7 and “General

Regulations”, no. 33.

(12) antonio calabrese, cP, pp. 445-456.

(13) “confessarii congregationis nostræ, ad normam

iuris pro confessionibus approbati, in foro interno tantum

absolvere possunt pænitentis a censuris iure commnuni

“They are not to neglect any means and make
every effort to obtain the conversion of souls, by
means of missions, catechetical instruction,
sermons, meditations, retreats... and with all
kinds of apostolic ministries."
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i
was delighted to read the latest encyclical of Pope
Francis: “Laudato Si’, on care for our common
home".  i also realized that there are some points

that are clearly "Passionist", i.e. that are particular to
our charism and I would like to highlight them,
because “some committed and prayerful Christians
[Passionists], with the excuse of realism and pragma-
tism, tend to ridicule expressions of concern for the
environment. Others [Passionists] are passive; they
choose not to change their habits and thus become
inconsistent. Therefore, what they all need is an “eco-
logical conversion”… Living our vocation to be pro-
tectors of God’s handiwork is essential to a life of
virtue; it is not an optional or a secondary aspect of
our Christian experience…The ecological crisis is
also a summons to profound interior conversion.”
(laudato si’ [ls], 217)  

1. Passionist terminology

what most caught my attention is the use of
Passionist terminology, for example, “passionate con-
cern for the protection of our world.” (ls, 216)  the last
international JPic seminar workshop (may 2015) was enti-
tled: “Passio christi- Passion for life, Passion for the
earth”.  the encyclical also speaks of "truly helping them
live with more dignity and less suffering" (ls, 112).
Furthermore, it speaks of compassion: "tenderness, com-
passion and concern for our fellow human beings.” (91). it
also asks us “to grow in solidarity, responsibility and com-
passionate care.” (ls, 210)  the encyclical concludes
speaking about the crucified: “Mary…grieves for the suffer-
ings of the crucified poor and for the creatures of this world
laid waste by human power.” (ls, 241)

2. JPiC – three inseparable themes

concern for nature, justice for the poor, commitment to
society and inner peace are inseparable. (ls, 10) “Peace,
justice and the preservation of creation are three absolute-
ly interconnected themes, which cannot be separated and
treated individually without once again falling into reduc-
tionism”. (ls, 92)   “A true ecological approach always
becomes a social approach; it must integrate questions of
justice in debates on the environment, so as to hear both the
cry of the earth and the cry of the poor.”  (ls, 49)

creation is a gift and we cannot dispose of it at our
whim; rather we should safeguard it in order to fulfill the
plan that God inscribed in nature. we must respect our com-
mon home, the earth, as well as the cosmic and human
rights of all life within it, contrary to the culture of exclu-
sion and waste. Peace, justice, and the protection of creation
are inseparable tasks.

“Today, the analysis of environmental problems cannot
be separated from the analysis of human, family, work-

related and urban contexts, nor from how individuals relate
to themselves…” (ls, 141)  “An integral ecology is insepa-
rable from the notion of the common good…”  (ls, 156)  in
“laudato si’” apart from the cry of the earth, the cry of the
poor is also perceptible, that is, both cries are inseparable.
everyone should insist on “protecting nature [and] defend-
ing the poor.” (ls, 201)

“the intimate relationship between the poor and the
fragility of the planet”:  those who end up suffering from
environmental aggressions are the people and the poorest
countries. each ecological approach needs to incorporate a
social perspective that takes into account the fundamental
rights of the poor and the disadvantaged (...) by itself the
market cannot guarantee integral human development and
social inclusion. (ls, 109)

the earth is not the property of a few people who exploit
it at the expense of others; rather it is a good that belongs to
everyone. “…How can anyone claim to be building a better
future without thinking of the environmental crisis and the
sufferings of the excluded.” (ls, 13)

3. integral ecology

- “everything is connected.” (ls, 16; 91; 117; 138; 240)
is a phrase that is repeated five times in the encyclical.

- “Everything is related.”  (ls 70, 92, 120, 142)
“everything is intimately related.” (ls 137) is continually
repeated because it is a key concept of integral ecology.

everything is related and genuine care of our own lives
and our relationships with nature is inseparable from frater-
nity, justice, and fidelity to others. (ls, 70)  if everything is

Fr. Jesús María Artistín
Secretary General for Solidarity and the Missions

“A PAssion for THe CAre of world”

“The earth is not the property of a few people who
exploit it at the expense of others; rather it is a good
that belongs to everyone.”
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related “we human beings are united as brothers and sisters
on a wonderful pilgrimage, woven together by the love God
has for each of his creatures and which also unites us in
fond affection with brother sun, sister moon, brother river
and mother earth.” (ls, 92)

Pope Francis notes that a human and christian ecology
must be deep and universal, without excluding any person,
or rule out any form of life.  “Every violation of solidarity
and civic friendship harms the environment.” (caritas in
veritate, 51)

what is needed, as Francis perceives it, is an integrated
vision that is capable of situating environmental problems
within the human, historical and social context and for this
purpose the cooperation of all countries will be required. we
will need to discuss and reach agreements that are then
upheld by all parties.  an understanding of politics will be
needed that acknowledges something as difficult as the
reduction of pollution in wealthy countries as well as the
development of other countries and the poor.  there must
always be dialogue between different fields of science, as
well as dialogue between different ecological groups.  “The
gravity of the ecological crisis demands that we all look to
the common good, embarking on a path of dialogue which
demands patience, self-discipline and generosity…” (ls,
201)

4. Ecological spirituality

i invite you to especially read the last chapter, the sixth,
concerning ecological spirituality. it should not be over-
looked.

“The issue of environmental degradation* challenges us
to examine our lifestyle.” (ls, 206)  “If we can overcome
individualism, we will truly be able to develop a different

lifestyle and bring about significant changes in society.”
(ls, 208) Opting for another style of life is the first step
toward an ecological spirituality.

it is very noble to assume the duty of caring for creation
with small everyday actions, and it is wonderful that educa-

tion is able to motivate people to adopt a certain style of life.
For example, using warmer clothing rather than turning on
the heat.  in addition, turning off the lights when not need-
ed, avoid wasting water, use automobiles less and walk
more or use public transportation; or share the same vehicle
with several people, separate refuse, plant trees... (ls, 211)

Pope Francis invites us, citing John Paul ii, to “global
ecological conversion.” (ls, 51) he urges us to “assume a
new lifestyle” in order to change the financial structures that
have caused so much damage. additionally, we need to
reassume our responsibility for one another and for the
world.  laudato si’ should inspire the work of Passionist
communities.

an effort at raising consciousness: 

i also hope that in our seminaries and religious houses of
formation we will educate our religious toward a sense of
responsible austerity, grateful contemplation of the world,
an awareness of the fragility of the poor and the environ-
ment.  (ls, 214)

The responsibility of informing and being informed:

discover profound motivations: using words of faith and
spirituality. ecological conversion requires that believers
allow “the effects of their encounter with Jesus Christ [to]
become evident in their relationship with the world around
them.” (ls, 217).  “[May] believers better recognize the
ecological commitments which stem from our convictions.”
(ls, 64) may we Passionists recognize the ecological com-
mitments that stem from our charism.

Daily, ongoing prayer for all of creation:

“Taking time to recover a serene harmony with creation,
reflecting on our lifestyle and our ideals, and contemplating
the Creator who lives among us and surrounds us…” (ls,
225)  “We believers cannot fail to ask God for a positive
outcome to the present discussions…” (ls, 169)

we are not used to an encyclical that is very specific;
however, simple everyday gestures are a way toward an
"integral ecology".  through them, we can overcome the
logic of violence, of exploitation, of selfishness. (cf. ls,
230) we are facing an extreme form of “thinking globally
and acting locally.”

Conclusion:  Passion for the Earth

“Passion” is a very engaging word for us Passionists.  it
is “our” word, a Passionist word.  it is clear that the earth is
suffering its passion, we are crucifying it with so much pol-
lution and abuse... we do not take care of it; we have mis-
treated it. therefore, the best solution to the passion of the
earth is passion for the earth.  let us take defense of the
land and ecology seriously.  let us undertake with passion
(passionately) our efforts to protect and defend the earth.
the earth suffers, obviously, and we cannot close our eyes
to this cruel reality. our answer, the best response, is our
passion for the earth.

*our throwaway culture has brought us to the point of
putting our natural reserves at risk and of converting our
planet into “an immense pile of filth” (ls, 21) that has
resulted in polluting waters and air that at times is unbreath-
able.  this is aggravated by toxic substances from traffic or
industry, which in turn are altering the climatic balance.

“Taking time to recover a serene harmony with
creation, reflecting on our lifestyle and our
ideals, and contemplating the Creator who lives
among us and surrounds us…” (LS, 225) 
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many opportunities for sharing our experiences.  dr.
cervera impressed on us the need for a thorough
human and psychological formation of our young
men as the basis of a sound formation for religious
life and priesthood.    the daily liturgies were
beautiful and inspiring.  Fr. Jose luis Quintero gave
some talks on aspects of the Passionist charism and
these were also very well received. 

it was clear to me that these formators knew the
joys and challenges of formation from first hand
experience.  this gave them a good understanding
and appreciation of the needs of formation today.  on
the basis of the sharing and the insights arrived at
with the help of the facilitator, we spent two days
updating and improving the province program of
formation.  this program has since been published
and it is a very fine document.

in July, i met the young men on the
receiving end of the formation process,
the professed students.  once again, i felt
excited to be with young people who
wanted to give their lives to God in the
congregation.  i was very impressed by
their enthusiasm for our life and their
eagerness to reach out to the crucified in
their society.  

the meeting in santo domingo was
the first meeting of the professed
students of the configuration of christ
crucified and it was aimed at helping to
create a stronger sense of belonging
together and of configuration unity.  we
met in the st. Gabriel’s college, which is
run by the local Passionists.  the young
professed slept in the students dorms and
we older ones stayed at the parish of our
lady of Peace. the meeting was
organized and facilitated by Fr.
Francisco murray (conc).   Fr.
augusto canali from the General
council also participated. there were 24

students from Puerto Rico, the dominican Republic,
mexico, and brazil. Unfortunately, the students from
the United states and argentina were unable to
attend. there was a lovely mix of cultures, languages
and experiences.  we used both spanish and
Portuguese and there were no real problems of
understanding each other.

i want to mention three aspects of the meeting that

Meetings of Young Religious from
SCOR and CJC Configurations

Fr. Martin Coffey (PATR)

ViSiTS TO LaTiN aMEriCa

i
n 2015, i had the privilege of visiting latin
america three times.  in February, i went to
ecuador for a meeting of the formators of scoR.

in July, i attended the first meeting of the professed
students of the configuration of christ crucified in
the dominican Republic.  i then went to colombia
for the first meeting of all the professed students of
scoR.  it was my first time to visit these countries.

the meeting in ecuador was a wonderful
experience for me.  it was my first meeting with
formators as General secretary with responsibility
for formation.  at last, i could feel some flesh
growing on the bones of my new job.  altl the
formators of the province attended the meeting, as
well as the vocation promoters and the Provincial

council.  there was a lot of youthful energy and
enthusiasm in this group.

the meeting was facilitated by dr. José luis
cervera, a psychotherapist from Peru who has a lot of
experience of working with religious.  he
emphasized the need for formators to draw on their
own human and spiritual experience as a primary
resource in working with young people.  there were

Meeting in Ecuador of those involved in formation ministry in
the SCOR Province.
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impressed me.  First, even though this
was their first time to be together the
students shared very freely and deeply
with each other about their lives and
vocation.  From the beginning, the
spirit of fraternity and the joy of being
together was evident.  i could feel their
enthusiasm and sense of pride in being
young Passionists today.  

one evening we had a celebration of
the different cultures represented in the
group.   we heard the stories of their
countries and above all were helped to
appreciate the rich and often complex
background influences they brought
with them into the community.   we
heard their understanding and
appreciation of the challenges facing
the people in their countries and their
desire to serve them. 

every day we celebrated the liturgy in the small
school chapel.  once again, here we had a lovely
expression of the different ways of praying and
celebrating the liturgy, with lots of creativity, color
and energy.

these students are citizens of the modern world.
they have their mobile phones and love to surf the
internet, especially to hear news from home.  at the
same time, they have a warm and vibrant spirituality
that is expressed in a real concern to serve the poor.

the meeting of the professed students of scoR
was held in cajica, outside bogota in colombia.
there were 50 students together with formators and
the provincial council.  it was a real celebration of the
vitality of the new province.  there was very good
input from José luis Quintero (scoR) on the
charism and a holy spirit priest spoke to us about
the challenges facing religious life today.  the
students enjoyed these inputs and had lots of
questions and comments after each talk. 

once again, the most impressive aspect of the
meeting was the sharing and warm spirit of fraternity.
the students came from many countries in latin
america but all shared a great energy and enthusiasm
for our life and mission.  there are two main centers
for the formation of the professed students of the
province. one is in colombia and the other in el
salvador.  the context of formation is very different
in each of these places and this also gives a different
complexion to the students.  in the two centers, there
is an emphasis on sound spiritual formation as well
as a strong option to serve the crucified.  two
evenings were spent listening to reports on the
students’ pastoral experience.  it was very inspiring
to hear all that they are doing especially for young
people, the suffering and the poor.

in both of these meetings, there was also a
wonderful spirit of dialogue between the students and
the leadership.  in santo domingo, the president of

the configuration, Fr. moses from Puerto Rico, made
a presentation on the history and development of the
configuration, and had a good discussion with the
students about the challenges facing the
configuration and the hopes for the future.  the
students were very enthusiastic about the
configuration and expressed their hopes for even
greater collaboration in the future.  they also sent a
message of solidarity and brotherhood to the students
meeting in colombia and expressed the hope for
future meetings together of all the students of the
americas.  

the presence of the Provincial council in
colombia was a very positive sign of the
commitment of the province to formation.  a whole
day was given to a dialogue between the students and
the council where the issues and concerns of the
students and the superiors were discussed in an open
a friendly atmosphere.

the lasting impression i have from these three
meetings is that the two configurations are very
committed to providing the best formation for our
young men.  the young men themselves have a deep
appreciation of our charism and find great
enrichment in it for their personal lives and their
spirit of mission.   i gave them my assurance that the
secretariat for Formation exists to help them and will
do all in its power to enhance and strengthen the
formation of our young people and of the laity.   we
will do all we can to provide what is needed to
improve formation where necessary, and to facilitate
greater communication and sharing across the
congregation between the formators and between the
young professed.   

in the light of my experiences in latin america, it
is my hope that all the configurations will give more
time and attention to the training and support of
formators and encourage greater communication and
sharing among the young people in formation.

Young religious of the MAPRAES Province of Italy, France and
Portugal.
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t
he Province of the holy
spirit, australia, new
Zealand, Papua new

Guinea, and vietnam held its
28th Provincial chapter from 5 to
11 July 2015 at the holy cross
centre, templestowe victoria,
australia. it was our first chapter
as a newly restructured Province
that includes vietnam.  it was
also the first Provincial chapter
as a member of the now canoni-
cally established PasPac
configuration.  the theme of the
chapter was, “the spirit
breathes where it wills.”

in addition to Fr. Joachim
Rego, superior General and Fr.
denis travers, General
consultor, thirty-six perpetually
professed members of the
Province were present with vot-
ing rights, including three recent-
ly finally professed young reli-
gious.  Professed students originally from Papua new
Guinea and vietnam were also present. Religious
from the PasPac configuration from india, korea
and indonesia, some of whom are fulltime members
of the Province also participated in the chapter. ten
novices from the international novitiate based in
adelaide, from vietnam , Papua new Guinea, attend-
ed and one postulant. Fr. Paul masumoto (maiaP)
vice Provincial from Japan and Fr. Peter Jung
(macoR) Provincial consultor from korea repre-
sented other entities of the PasPac configuration.
For those not able to be present, the chapter there
was live streaming of the liturgies and sessions.

The Province Hopes for the Chapter
the Province asked for a chapter centred on

conversations and conversion rather than ‘more leg-
islation’, ‘more documents’ or ‘more proposals’.
Rather than preparing documents or strategic plans,
the goal of the chapter was to be a week together
spent in conversation, prayer and community. the
first and constant questions was, “what do we really
need to talk about?” our conversations were nurtured
on deep prayer, silence and reflection. the chapter
experience itself was the major outcome of the

chapter. 
The Chapter Discussions
during the chapter, the Province focused on five

areas: 
1) the Province and the PasPac configurations

are highly multicultural with enormous possibilities
and constant challenges

2) initial Formation is a major responsibility for
the Province.  there are forty students from five dif-
ferent countries studying in three countries and living
in six different communities.  

3) youth and young adults continue to be a highly
challenging priority for the Province.  

4)  the issues of maintaining present commit-
ments, staffing, the development of community,
ongoing sharing and collaboration with our wider
Passionist Family, must also be balanced with new
needs and priorities the Province faces. 

5) the chapter addressed how to improve gover-
nance structures and procedures and develop policies
and practices required by state and church agencies. 

Conclusion
there was a sense that this chapter marked a real

moment of ‘shift’ for the Province, as these issues
were viewed within the changed reality of a reconfig-

Twenty-eighth SPIR Provincial
Chapter,

(L-R) Fr. John Auram, Fr. John Curtis, Fr. Thomas McDonough
(Provincial Superior), Fr. Kevin Hennessy (First Consultor) and Fr.
John Pearce.
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ured Province and configuration. there was a sense
that we discovered anew our Passionist identity in the
context of present and future realities so as to
improve apostolic community life based on the
Passionist charism, for the mission of the church. Fr
tom mcdonough was elected Provincial, and the fol-
lowing council members were elected: Fr. kevin
hennessy, Fr. John curtis, Fr. John Pearce and Fr.
John auram.

A Short History of the SPIR Province
(1843-2015)
Fr. Brian Traynor (SPIR)

The first foundation (1843)
Four italian and one French Passionist, Frs.
Raimondo vaccari, luigi Pesciaroli, and maurizio
lencioni together with French born Joseph snell
were the first Passionist missionaries to australia,
arriving in 1843. they were sent to learn aboriginal
customs and language at stradbroke island, fifty
kilometres from brisbane.
aboriginals had lived there for more
than 6,000 years. another italian
Passionist, Fr. Pietro magagnotto
arrived in 1848 but by then the
mission had been abandoned and the
missioners had relocated to adelaide.
luigi and Pietro did not remain in
australia but the others did and they
are buried in australian soil.

The Second foundation (1887-
1921)
Four irishmen and one englishman
from the anglo-hibernian Province
made a foundation in sydney in
1887. other young men were sent out
in subsequent years. within ten years
communities had been established in
Goulburn 220 kilometres south of
sydney, and in adelaide. the
purchase of properties and the financial support
required for new candidates created great strain made
worse by continuous droughts and a severe economic
depression in the early 1890’s. letters were sent to
Rome begging for funds because of severe famine.
the novitiate was closed in 1896 and those few
candidates who could afford it, paid their own fare to
england. in 1918, the Provincial reported that the
economic conditions were stable and that the time
had almost arrived for a new Province to be
established. holy spirit was established in november
1922, thirty-five years after the foundation. a time of
consolidation and adjustment followed.

Growth and Expansion (1937-1964)
there was an increase in vocations and new buildings
were required to house the students. From the mid
1950’s there was a significant expansion as a mission
was established in Papua new Guinea, and new
communities were founded throughout australia. the
Province began to send men overseas to study
theology and scripture and to attract men from other
Provinces with these particular qualifications. 

Change and Development (1965-2015) 
in 1966, holy spirit Province embraced new
Zealand, which had been part of the anglo-hibernian
Province since 1960. over the next few years, large
classes of students continued to arrive, but there was
a significant departure rate as a massive change to
our style of life took place. during the 1970’s, new
styles of parish missions and other ministry such as
adult faith formation and youth retreats emerged, as
well as the Passionist Family Group movement, all
of which have enriched catholic life since.

in 1997, the Province embarked on a strategic plan to
address the challenges and plan for our future. the
vision of the plan called us to see ourselves as one
Province community and not just separate
communities and to see our future tied to
collaborative ministry with laity and other religious.
Promoting and deepening our understanding of the
charism gradually became an increasing commitment
for us throughout the beginning of the new
millennium. our belonging to PasPac has grown
stronger over many years and is fundamental to our
identity. we face new challenges but we are inspired
by how so many challenges have been met
throughout our history.

SPIR Provincial Chapter of 1923. (Seated center) Fr. Alfred
Cagney, General Consultor.
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THIRTY-FOURTH CRUC 
PROVINCIAL CHAPTER (U.S.A.)

“The Passionist Family … for the sake of the world”

t
he Passionists of holy
cross Province con-
vened at mater

dolorosa Retreat center,
sierra madre, california, for
their 34th Provincial chapter,
11-16 June 2015.  

this was an “open
chapter,” meaning that all of
the religious of the Province
could attend with active voice
and voting privileges. Present
at the chapter were Fr.
Joachim Rego, superior
General, and Fr. denis
travers, General consultor,
who also did the canonical
visitation prior to the chapter.
Fifty-five professed
Passionists took part in the chapter, and forty lay
members of the Passionist Family.  special guests at
the chapter were Fr. moisés Ríos Ruíz (President of
the configuration of Jesus crucified); Fr. Rafael
vivanco (ReG Provincial, mexico); Fr. amilton da
silva (calv Provincial, brazil); Fr. Francisco
murray (representing Fr. carlos saracini, conc
Provincial, argentina); Fr. Robert Joerger (PaUl,
Provincial, Usa), Fr. tomy kanjirathinkal (thom
vice-Provincial, india) and sr. Julieta mondragón, of
the daughters of the Passion of Jesus christ and our
mother of sorrows.  the facilitator of the chapter
was bro. Paul michalenko, s.t.  

the first day of the chapter was a day of reflection
and rest under the guidance and inspiration of Fr.
Joachim Rego. in his opening remarks, Fr. Joachim
noted that a Provincial chapter is a time to take stock,
to look back and to look forward with joyful hope,
with confidence and trust in God.  he spoke about the
challenge and possibilities of working with the other
entities of the configuration of Jesus crucified. he
emphasized that we must not allow our hope to be
imprisoned nor our fear to hold us back; rather we
must have faith and trust in God who will lead the
way.  Reflecting on the history of the cRUc
Province, he remarked that solidarity is not some-
thing new since this has been a feature of the
province’s history. in fact, the Province has given life
to two other provinces, maiaP (Japan) and macoR
(korea) and the thom vice Province (india), as

well as offering missionaries in china and the
Philippines.  additionally, he congratulated the
Province for its work in vocation ministry, and he
encouraged the new provincial administration to con-
tinue the successful efforts of the previous adminis-
tration to stabilize the financial situation of the
Province.

during the chapter, various proposals were pre-
sented by the different committees and were subse-
quently discussed and voted on. Following are sum-
maries of several of these committee proposals.

-- The Jesus Crucified Configuration- the
chapter recommended that a communication vehicle
among the entities of the configuration be developed
that could include available summaries or transla-
tions of the newsletters of the various entities in the
configuration, establish a multi-language website,
and/or promote emails among the members.
additionally, it recommended that additional efforts
be made, in collaboration with other members of the
configuration, to bring together the members of the
configuration (vowed as well as members of the
broader Passionist Family) for personal spiritual
and/or ministerial development.

-- Community Life- the chapter recommended
that a Provincial assembly within the next four years
be devoted to the topic of community life. the focus
of this effort will be to create an “arena” for crucial
conversations regarding community life.

-- Shared Development Efforts- the chapter

(L-R) Frs. Alex Steinmiller, David Colhour, Joseph Moons (Provincial
Superior), James  Strommer, and Philip Paxton.
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recommended that the Province 1) continue the cur-
rent collaboration between the Province development
professionals and the office of mission effectiveness
to provide a greater awareness of mission, ministry
and charism; and 2) continue discussions of possible
shared development efforts between holy cross
Province and st. Paul of the cross Province.

-- Laity- the chapter endorsed the office of
mission effectiveness, recognized the extraordinary
good it has done in cultivating an ongoing formation
program for lay and vowed Passionists, and recom-
mended further development of the office.
additionally, the chapter recommended that the
Provincial and coucncil enhance and expand the
voice of lay Passionists in decision making regarding
ministry.

--Ministry - the Province decreed that outreach
to the latino-hispanic community, especially the

most neglected, is an essential component of the
Province’s mission.  additionally, it recognized &
affirmed young adult ministry as a vital part and
growth of the Province. it recommended that the
Provincial and council establish a task force to
design a pastoral plan for young adult ministry.
Furthermore, the chapter recommended that the
provincial, with his council, appoint a committee of
the Passionist Family to explore the feasibility and
desirability of establishing a province shrine within
the province.

during the chapter the following religious were
elected to positions of Provincial leadership: Fr.
Joseph moons (Provincial superior); Fr. James
strommer, First consultor; and three additional
consultors: Fr. alex steinmiller, Fr. Phillip Paxton,
and Fr. david colhour. 

a brief history of Holy Cross Province
(CrUC)

[Edited in part from the writings of fr. roger
mercurio (CruC)]

in 1902, the Province of st. Paul of the cross celebrat-
ed fifty years of Passionist presence and ministry in the
United states. at the 1905 General chapter in Rome, the
possibility of dividing the one american Province into
two Provinces was studied. there was discussion to build
a new retreat in louisville, kentucky as well as plans to
proceed with the foundations in scranton, Pennsylvania
and chicago, illinois.  this would make it feasible to sep-
arate the retreats located in cities in the western sector of
the country (cincinnati, ohio; louisville, kentucky;
chicago, illinois; normandy, missouri; and st. Paul,
kansas) from the those retreats located in cities in the
eastern part (Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania; dunkirk, new
york; west hoboken (Union city), new Jersey;
baltimore, maryland; and scranton, Pennsylvania.)
however, it was decided to delay the decision until the
subsequent provincial chapter of 1905.

at the 1905 Provincial chapter, Fr. Fidelis kent stone,
the novice master and former General consultor, was
elected the new Provincial. before the 1905 chapter
ended, Fr. Fidelis once again brought up the question of
dividing the PaUl Province. the vote was unanimous to
request the superior General to seek the holy see’s per-
mission for a second Province in the United states.  with
vatican authorization, the superior General, Fr. bernard
mary silvestrelli approved the petition of the american
chapter. the Provincial of st. Paul of the cross Province,
Fr. Fidelis kent stone, would see to the establishment of
the new Province.  thus on July 30, 1906, Fr. Fidelis read
the decree from Rome creating the new american
Province, “holy cross” (cRUc).

in 1908, the new Provincial, Father charles lang,
wrote to the Provincial chapter of the eastern Province
about the many pastoral opportunities in the west, but that
there was need of money and religious. after the
Provincial chapters in both Provinces in the summer of
1908, the General consultor, Father Joseph amhrein,
called the two Provincials and councils together for a
meeting and reconciliation in louisville. an agreement
was made between the two Provinces by which the
Province of st. Paul of the cross would give financial
assistance to holy cross Province over the next ten years
and would also send two or three missionarievs to the new
western Province.

over the years, holy cross Province has continued to
grow, with ministries and communities added in
birmingham, alabama, sacramento and los angeles in
california, detroit, michigan, and san antonio, texas.
overseas, holy cross Province assigned missionaries to
Japan in 1952 and to korea in 1963; both of these mis-
sions grew strong and are now independent territories. in
1981, the Passionists responded to a call to establish a
mission in the southern part of india. today, Passionist
vocations and programs of outreach continue to thrive
there. the Passionists of holy cross Province have also
served in china, Germany, the Philippines, and Jamaica,
west indies.  the last ten years in particular have been a
time of great collaboration between vowed Passionists
and the laity. From this outreach came the creation of the
community of Passionist Partners (cPPs) which current-
ly has more than two hundred and fifty lay members.

PassioNisT LifE

Fr. Fidelis Kent Stone (1840-1921)
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F
rom 16 to 26 may the chapter that unified the
Provinces of the configuration of blessed
eugene bossilkov (ceb) took place in Rome,

at the Generalate of sts. John and Paul.  this new
Province entity chose to call itself, “the Province of
mary Presented in the temple” (maPRaes).  

the new province (maPRaes) consists of four
hundred and forty one Religious with average age of
64.02 years (three hundred and seventy nine priests,
six permanent deacons, thirty six brothers, five cler-
ics with perpetual vows, fourteen clerics with tempo-
rary vows, and one brother in temporary vows.)
they live in sixty-three communities or missionary
stations, primarily in italy, France, Portugal,
bulgaria, angola and nigeria.

the unified chapter is among the first fruits of a
process of Restructuring that led the Passionists of
the italian provinces (PRaes, dol, Piet, coRm,
lat, cFiXi) together with the French (mich) and
Portuguese (Fat) provinces, to develop a plan to
become a single province. Religious representing the
various provinces and missions of angola and
bulgaria comprised the members of the chapter, in
total ninety-four participants. also present were all of
the General consultors and the superior General, Fr.

Communion and mission in Christ
The CEb Configuration becomes a new reality: 

The Province of Mary Presented in the Temple

(MaPraES)
Fr. Giuseppe adobati carrara

(General consultor)

Joachim Rego. additionally, Fr. José maría saez,
scoR Provincial superior, was invited to share his
experience of unification, achieved two years ago in
the former spanish and latin american Provinces.

the chapter took place over ten days and was
divided into four stages: understanding, information,
programming, election. the first phase, as well as
defining the methodological procedures for chapter,
was helpful in promoting simple and important sense
of mutual understanding among the participants.
during the second stage, ample space was given to
listening and dialogue subsequent to various
reports— that of Father General, Fr. Joachim Rego;
the report of the ceb President, Fr. leone masnata;
the reports of the outgoing provincial superiors of the
eight provinces; and the reports from specific com-
mittees (community and spiritual life, vocation and
formation activities, the apostolate, financial solidar-
ity and collaboration with the laity).  the third phase
was more creative and engaging because it studied
the structure of government of tc programs for the
life and mission of the new reality. the last phase was
devoted to the election of the provincial curia, fol-
lowed by conversation with them.  Finally, there was
discussion about other specific issues, such as the

(L-R) Frs. Daniele Pierangioli, Laureano Alves (First Consultor), Luigi Vaninetti
(Provincial Superior), Fr. Joachim Rego (Superior General), Aniello Migliaccio and
Mario Madonna.
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name of the new entity and the official approval of
the chapter decrees.

beginning with the “name”, we noted that the
chapter wanted a new title for the new reality: The
Province of Mary Presented in the Temple
(maPRaes). this title demonstrates the new reality
that was generated from the union of the previous
provinces.  however, it also retains the title that st.
Paul of the cross gave to the first Province of the
congregation.

concerning the structure of the new Province, the
chapter has confirmed the orientation that previous-
ly emerged at the General chapter of 2012, establish-
ing that it be divided into regions, each ruled by a del-
egate of the Provincial superior.  the capitulars did
not want to ignore or downplay the diversity
among the religious of different backgrounds
and nationalities present in the various entities.
this factor was clearly evidenced by the
reports of the former Provincials. they also
noted that some of the entities include histori-
cal retreats founded by st. Paul of the cross,
and in later years inhabited by many confreres
who were proclaimed saints.   consequently, it
was considered wiser and more prudent to
choose a gradual progress of unification, rather
than a precipitous and immediate merger into a
single reality without internal regions.  the
Provincial superior was entrusted with the task
of implementing the gradual but decisive, uni-
fication of the Provinces (regions), so that
there would be a sense of belonging to a single
entity, with effective means for sharing and
communion.

concerning the programming of the life and
mission of the new province, the chapter
revolved around the theme, “In Christ: com-
munion and mission”. in this respect, the reli-
gious willingly received the reflections of the
superior General in his opening address. Fr. Joachim
told those present, “this Chapter is an event of faith
and we gather as a people of hope. We gather with a
sense of genuine openness and freedom. Our attitude
should not be one of manipulation, in such a way that
my personal desires prevail; rather, our attitude must
be that of abandonment to the movement of the wind,
to the surprises of the Holy Spirit.”  he then added
that, in his opinion, “If the Province wants to be an
effective structure of witness and evangelical mission
the highest priority for the religious of the eight
Provinces who live together and work together, must
be that of promoting fraternal relations which are
governed by trust, confidence and respect… It is of
upmost importance that they live in a spirit of broth-
erhood and hospitality and model genuine harmony
in multicultural/multinational communities.”

even the intervention of the coordinator and
chairman of ceb configuration, P. leone masnata
(who concluded his tenure), highlighted the need to

establish a unified approach to renew enthusiasm in
communion of life and apostolate, “We are living in
a unique, redemptive moment of an emerging reality.
It is similar to the beginning of the Congregation and
therefore the charism must have an extraordinary
influence on us. A strong bond binds the members of
a Congregation in an emerging status, including
emotionally. They are not merely united by ideas and
works; rather the works and ideas are nothing more
than means of promoting a deep sense of relationship
that embraces the whole person and all individuals.
It is an adventure that starts together, a vehicle for
moving from our present situation towards new
shores. It is a moment in which we are challenged to
promote the collective objective rather than personal

ones”. 
the chapter culminated with the election of the

new provincial curia.  Four, relatively young
consultors (four italians and one Portuguese), repre-
senting the various realities of the new Province,
joined the new Provincial superior, Fr. luigi
vaninetti (coRm), former General consultor. the
consultors are Fr. laureano alves (former Fat
Provincial) elected as first consultor, Fr. daniele
Pierangioli (former Piet Provincial consultor), Fr.
mario madonna (lat province) and Fr. aniello
migliaccio (dol Province and ex-missionary in
angola). 

may the blessed virgin mary Presented in the
temple, together with blessed eugene bossilkov,
sustain the first steps of this new Province, so that the
Passionists may continue their service of the procla-
mation of the Gospel and charismatic witness in italy,
France, Portugal, bulgaria, angola and nigeria,
always open to the church and to the whole world.

The new province (MAPRAES) consists of four hundred
and forty one Religious with average age of 64 years,
primarily living in Italy, France, Portugal, Bulgaria,
Angola and Nigeria.
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The Project of the Vatican CiVC and SVa for the

Passionist Nuns

o
n June 5, 2015 the vatican dicastery of the

congregations of consecrated life and

societies of apostolic life wrote a letter to all

of the monasteries of Passionst nuns throughout the

world initiating a project for them and convoking an

extraordinary General assembly.  the principal objec-

tive of this project is to care for and help the communi-

ties of Passionist cloistered nuns. subsequently, the

superior General, Fr. Joachim Rego, was contacted ask-

ing for the collaboration of the Passionsts for this

assembly.  sister Fernanda barbiero, smds (sisters of

st. dorothy) was assigned by the vatican as the General

delegate of this project and assembly. accompanied by

Fr. Floriano de Fabiis, Procurator General, sister

Fernanda made an initial visitation of the nuns’ monas-

teries in italy from 28 June to 16 July, 2015. 

the project began with an extraordinary

General assembly of all these entities, from september

19 to october 5, 2015. it took place in two different

locations: at sts. John and Paul, Rome (19-27

september) and at the shrine of st. Gabriel (te) (27

september to 5 october).  there were over fifty partic-

ipants present at this assembly, which included thirty-

six superiors and delegates of the various monasteries.   

briefly, these were the major points that were

addressed during the assembly:  a) establish some

form of a “confederation”, while respecting the auton-

omy of the individual monasteries; b) Unify formation

and prepare suitable religious for this purpose; c)

Redistribute the monasteries in each region: a) identify

some monasteries to be maintained; b) stabilize those

monasteries deemed to be important; c) identify some

monasteries for specific ministries (formation, care of

the elderly, etc.); d) identify those monasteries to be

closed; e) strategize about possible new foundations

(concretely); and f) create a monetary fund for the

monasteries.

at the beginning of the assembly, Fr. Joachim

Rego, superior General presided at the opening mass.

below are some of the points expressed in his homily – 

“The easiest way to live life is to stop

living…just keep going as it was before, is now and ever

shall be! For all of us the routine, mundane day-to-day

existence, especially when coupled with the depleted

energy due to our ageing, can lead to complacency and

even indifference. We can also remain comfortably

‘stuck’ in a certain age and period of history and there-

by become dry and lifeless, even if somewhat secure

and safe. However, LIFE is not static; it is dynamic and

keeps moving on…

Participants in the Extraordinary General Assembly of the Passionist Cloistered Nuns, together with
Fr. Antonio Munduate (General Consultor) and Fr. Floriano De Fabiis (Procurator General).

The Passionist Nuns
Extraordinary General Assembly 
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This General Assembly is an unusual chapter in

your history. However, I encourage you to put aside all

fear, anxiety and resistance, and to engage and partici-

pate willingly and positively as a disciple with the aim

of discerning the “something new” which God is doing

now. May this chapter in your history be a chronicle of

hope and restoration…  This General Assembly is an

event of grace, an opportunity to search for the Will of

God in obedience and freedom. It is both rich and test-

ing! It is a time to gather the fragments of the Passionist

contemplative life from many years of lived experience

and look to a future of hope – a hope rooted in faith and

the promises of God. I encourage you to contribute to

these days of dialogue and reflection with true freedom

so that God’s ‘plans for peace, not for disaster, to give

you a future and a hope’ (Jer. 29:11) may be manifest.”

after a period of discernment they decided to

create a “canonical structure of communion”

which will help them achieve a healthy balance

between the reality sui iuris of each of the

monasteries and the communion that should

exist between all the monasteries of the institute.

this structure will also help to: 1) safeguard and

promote contemplative Passionist identity; (2)

outline and propose unified initial and ongoing

formation; (3) facilitate communication between

monasteries; (4) revive vocation ministry with

the help of the Passionist religious; and (5)

address the situation of the aging of the nuns.

this was the first step in a process that

should continue, according to guidelines from

the holy see, to achieve this structure of com-

munion and establish it within its own right.

they will also work to revise the constitutions

according to the decisions made, the indications

of the dicastery, the code of canon law and the

recent documents of the church on consecrated

life.

a short history of the Passionist Nuns

since the early years of his ministry, st. Paul of

the cross had envisioned the founding of the institute

of Passionist Religious nuns dedicated solely to con-

templation. because of the difficulties of the then exist-

ing church discipline, he was unable to realize this

desire until the end of his life.  in fact in 1769, when

clement Xiv approved the congregation of the Passion

with Papal bull (Supremi Apostolatus), he promised the

Founder that he would also approve the Rule and

constitutions of the contemplative Religious of the

Passion. this promise was an attempt to remove the

obstacle that, until that time, had prevented the

approval of the congregation of the Passion, namely

the request for solemn vows.

Faustina Gertrude constantini, in religious life,

mother mary of Jesus crucified, together with st. Paul

of the cross, was the co-founder of the Passionist nuns.

she was born in corneto (currently tarquinia, italy) on

18 august 1713. as a young woman she placed herself

under the direction of st. Paul of the cross.  while

awaiting the establishment of a Passionist monastery

she became a benedictine nun in her native city.

through the generosity of her relatives, dominic

costantini, nicolas, her brother, and lucia, his wife, a

site was obtained for the first convent of the new insti-

tute in corneto, and a suitable monastery and chapel

were built.

on september 3, 1770 clement Xiv approved

the constitutions of the Religious nuns of the Passion

and on may 3, 1771 the first monastery of Passionist

religious contemplatives, commonly known as

“Passionist nuns,” was founded. mother mary of Jesus

crucified together with ten postulants, was clothed in

the habit of the Passion and entered the first convent of

Passionist nuns, solemnly opened by the vicar General

of the diocese. st. Paul of the cross was unable to

attend due to ill health; instead he was represented by

the first General consultor of the congregation, Fr.

Giovanni maria cioni.  mother mary of Jesus crucified

became the first mother superior of her institute and

remained so until her death in 1787.  although st. Paul

of the cross never recovered sufficiently to be able to

visit the nuns, during the next few years, while confined

to his room at saints John and Paul’s in Rome, Paul fre-

“This General Assembly is an unusual chapter in your
history. However, I encourage you to put aside all fear,
anxiety and resistance, and to engage and participate
willingly and positively as a disciple with the aim of
discerning the “something new” which God is doing
now.”
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t
he centenary of the founding of the monastery
of the Passionist cloistered nuns of vignanello
(viterbo) began with a preached mission in the

local town by the novices from the novitiate at monte
argentario, together with the novice master and vice-
master, respectively Fr. carlo scarongella and Fr.
daniele curci, and coordinated by Fr. Fernando
taccone (maPRaes). the preparation of the cele-
bration took place from monday, 4 may to thursday
7 may with visits to the sick, schools, and meeting
with young people and families.  the people of
vignanello responded very favorably to all the
planned initiatives, and attended in large numbers,

thus demonstrating their great affection and bond
with the Passionist nuns.  on the actual day of the
celebration of the centenary, 8 may, the bishop of
civita castellana, bishop Romano Rossi presided at
a solemn concelebrated eucharist together with the
superior General, Fr. Joachim Rego.  the religious
ceremony was preceded by a lecture given by Fr.
alessandro ciciliani (maPRaes) on the foundation
and the life of the monastery. 

briefly, the idea of the foundation of a monastery
of Passionist nuns at vignanello was studied and
proposed in the early 1900ʼs under the superior

Passionist Nuns of Vignanello (Italy) 
Centenary of the Foundation of the Monastery 1915-2015

Fr. Alessandro Ciciliani (MAPRAES)

quently wrote to his daughters, sharing in spirit the suf-

ferings and difficulties that were testing their faith and

generosity.   

although the nuns do not profess solemn vows,

they profess the vow of enclosure and by virtue of the

Rule and constitutions observe the cloistered rules

issued by the holy see for nuns (see. Rules and

constitutions, part i, nn. 50-55 and part ii, nn. 42-44).

the religious share the charism of their male

Passionist confreres and undertake in particular to sup-

port their apostolic work with prayer and penance

(Rules and constitutions, Part i, nos. 48-4.9, and part

ii, nn.8.12-17).  the Rule and constitutions eloquently

states:  “Within the Church, the Passionist Nuns are

called to be a sign of the love of Jesus Crucified for the

Father and for mankind.   By their unceasing contem-

plation of the Paschal Mystery of Jesus, the greatest

and most overwhelming work of God’s love, they are

certain of contributing to the fullness of the Church’s

presence to mankind... Convinced of the absolute

necessity of God’s grace for the fruitfulness of the apos-

tolate, they offer their unceasing prayer and joyful

penance that God send zealous workers into His har-

vest, convert sinners and open the minds of non-

Christians to hear the Gospel...The Passionist Nuns

seek to imitate Mary who devoted herself totally to the

Person and work of her Son, serving the mystery of

redemption.”

although st. Paul of the cross was unable to

juridically unite the women religious to the

congregation in order to prevent the isolation of the

individual monasteries, to the detriment of their com-

mon spirituality and charism, he established that the

superior General would send a religious to the monas-

teries three times a year.  this religious was to remain

there for one month each time in view of “a right direc-

tion according to their charism” (Rule and

constitutions, Part i, no. 109). the revision of the Rule

added the appointment and approval of the local

ordinary, something not foreseen by the Founder.

For a hundred years, the only monastery of

Passionist nuns was at corneto (tarquinia), italy.

then, in 1872 a new monastery was established in

mamers, France.  in time, other houses were opened in

various parts of italy, belgium, France, holland and

spain.  today there are also monasteries of Passionist

nuns in the Usa, Japan, Philippines, korea, england,

brazil, argentina, indonesia, mexico and colombia.

in 1966 the congregation for Religious asked

that the superior General of the Passionists help the

women religious of the Passion to update their Rules

and constitutions as prescribed by the second vatican

council. in order to complete this task, the superior

General asked for and received (april 8, 1978) from the

congregation for Religious the faculty to convoke a

gathering of the superior General and a delegate of

each monastery. the authorization was granted provid-

ing that the individual monasteries could decide

whether or not they would participate. twenty eight of

the thirty two monasteries took part in the international

meeting held in lucca, italy from 27 may to 4 July

1978. that meeting concluded with the updating of the

Rule and constitutions which was subsequently

approved by the holy see. it also gave the religious the

opportunity to better know one another and to afford

them a joyful fraternal experience that they had never

experienced before.  it also gave rise to the desire for

greater communion, communication and collaboration

between monasteries and the superior General of the

Passionists.
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because they would have preferred an institution ded-
icated to the education of their children. the discon-
tent grew to the point that they feared hostile demon-
strations, with open protests in the streets to express
their disappointment at the arrival of the Passionist
nuns.

the beginning of the First world war and the
subsequent call to arms, including the youth of the
town, diverted their attention from this local event,
towards problems far more serious and wide ranging,
both nationally and internationally.  the superior
General of the Passionists, Fr. silvio di vezza,
immediately urged the Provincial and clementina
Gionfra to proceed with the foundation.

two nuns and an extern sister arrived from
tarquinia for the new foundation — mother agnese
ciavarelli (of the holy Family), mother maria
Rosalia Padilla (of the mother of God) and sister
maria Gambogi (of the heart of Jesus). additionally,
a postulant, Felicetta Rossi, accompanied them.

the date for the opening of the monastery was set
for may 8, 1915, the old feast of saint michael the
archangel, Patron of the Passionist congregation.
early in the morning, the religious departed
fromtarquinia, accompanied by two women, assunta
Ricci and annunziata Paoletti, sisters of the two
nuns. they stopped at the retreat of saint eutizio
where they were greeted by the superior General, Fr.
silvio di vezza, a General consultor, Fr. tiburizio
menica, and Fr. tito Finocchi, the Provincial, as well
as other religious.  clementina Gionfra and the engi-
neer Giovanni stefani, however, waited for them in
front of the new monastery.

there were very few people present for the inau-
guration of the monastery.  it took place privately,
with humility and simplicity, conscious that every
beginning entails many sacrifices. they were also
concerned about the grievances expressed against
them both by the inhabitants as well as the diocesan
clergy of vignanello.
(1) amv, Platea o Cronistoria del Monastero delle
Passioniste di Vignanello 1915-1970 (2) Ib., (3) Ib.,
3.

General, Fr. bernard mary silvestrelli.  he encour-
aged two women, clementina and Giacinta Gionfra
of vignanello, to use a substantial part of their pat-
rimony for the Foundation of a Passionist nuns’-
monastery in their area.  in 1913, they made contact
with Fr. tito Finocchi, the provincial of the
Presentation Province (at that time he was at the
retreat of saint eutizio, a few kilometres from
vignanello.)  initially, Fr. tito had some concerns

about the project, because he was more favorable to
the presence of a community that could have a
greater social impact and public interest.  however,
after some clarifications, he accepted the offer of the
Gionfra sisters and he worked to have some nuns
from the nearby monastery of corneto (tarquinia)
made available for the new foundation.

the mother President of the monastery, sr.
vittoria bruschi, who in 1910 had sent some reli-
gious to make a foundation in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania (Usa), “promised that in time she
would do everything possible to provide the
requested nuns.” (1)  they also sought the approval
of the diocesan bishop of civita castellana, bishop
Giacomo Ghezzi, who, after some initial misgiv-
ings, gave his approval. the construction was
directed by the engineer, Giovanni stefani, who
used the original monastery of the nuns at tarquinia
as a model for this project.  a benefactor of the
Passionists, Prince alessandro Ruspoli, became
interested in the Foundation and offered some
advice about the building as well as giving “all land
needed for the new construction except the land that
currently serves as the garden”. (2)

the provincial, Fr. tito, supported, encouraged
and comforted clementina Gionfra (Giacinta died in
1913) throughout various difficulties that occurred
because of hostility from the diocesan priests, “who,
on the contrary, wanted a charitable institution for
boys in the town”. (3)  the villagers too, influenced
by the priests, were opposed to the foundation

PassioNisT NuNs & sisTErs

Fr. Alessandro Ciciliani (MAPRAES) and Bishop
Romano Rossi.
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o
n 6 may 2015, the holy Father, Pope Francis,
appointed Fr. emery kibal mansong’loo, cP,
a former vice-Provincial superior of the

salv vice-Province of the democratic Republic of
congo, bishop of the diocese of kole (democratic
Republic of congo).

bishop emery kibal mansong’loo was born
June 28, 1969 in kimputu, diocese of idiofa. after
the end of primary school (1981) and secondary
(1987), september 5, 1988 he entered the
congregation of the Passion in kinshasa. he studied
Philosophy at the institute of st. augustin of
kinshasa (1988-1991) and theology in tangaza
college in nairobi-kenya (1992-1997). he professed
Perpetual vows as a Passionist on July 31, 1998 and
was ordained priest on 2 august 1998 in the parish of
ste. thérèse in kinshasa.

after ordination he held the following posi-
tions— 1998-1999: assistant priest of the holy
Family of ototo, in the diocese of tshumbe; 1999-
2002: Pastor of the catholic mission of lUmbi,
diocese of kikwit; 2002-2005: studies for a
licentiate in liturgy at the Pontifical University of
st. anselm in Rome; 2005-2013: vice-Provincial
superior for two successive mandates; at the same
time, he was professor of liturgy at various training
facilities in kinshasa, including the University saint
augustin, the saint eugene de maznod institute and
the inter-novitiate of women’s congregations; 2008-
2013: President of asUma; 2011-2013: member of
the board of directors of the catholic University of
congo.

From 2013, he resided at the institute’s
scholasticate in kinshasa.  at the time of his nomina-
tion he was on sabbatical, residing at the immaculate
conception Passionist monastery in new york city
and serving as chaplain at mercy medical center, in
the diocese of Rockville centre, new york, since the
spring of 2014.

cardinal laurent monsengwo Pasinya of
kinshasa, congo, ordained him bishop on aug. 9,
2015 in kole, together with bishop ambongo
Fridolin, until now apostolic administrator of the dio-
cese, and monsignor madila Fulgence, president of

the ecclesiastical province of kasai oriental. the
motto of bishop emery is “Fiat voluntas tua” (your
will be done).  there was a notable presence of the
congolese Passionists, together with their Provincial
as well as the Passionist sisters of st. Paul of the
cross with their Provincial.  Present on the occasion
were also the representative of the Governor of the
Province of kasai-oriental and many other political,
civil and military authorities.

in his congratulatory message, Fr. Joachim
Rego, superior General, told bishop emery “While
you will be a loss for the Congregation, I know that
you will use all your gifts and talents and wisdom for
the leadership and pastoral care of the people of
Kole Diocese. Be assured of my prayer for you in this
time of transition and in the challenges that await
your gentle attention. May the intercession of our
Founder, St Paul of the Cross, the comfort of Our
Lady of Sorrows, and the love of God in the Passion
of Jesus be your strength and hope.”

the diocese of kole was established as an
apostolic prefecture in 1951 and elevated to a diocese
in 1967. it covers 25,492 square miles and has a pop-
ulation of over 477,000. of the more than 150,000
residents, about 30 percent are catholic and they
worship in fifteen parishes. a remote area in the jun-
gle, kole has “no roads, no transportation, no elec-
tricity, and no running water. ... you have to go forty
miles away to reach a telephone,” said bishop emery.
“enormous challenges are waiting for me there.”  his
episcopacy will be dedicated to overcoming material,
cultural and spiritual obstacles. bishop kibal said he
hopes to build proper schools and “promote the edu-
cation of young people, especially girls,” address the
lack of health care structures and medical care and
find a way to improve the economic situation to raise
people out of poverty.

Bishop Emery Kibal Mansong'loo, CP 

The First Native
Passionist Bishop in

Africa 
– Bishop Emery

Kibal
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ProfEssioNs aNd ordiNaTioNs

L-R Federico Di Saverio and Deacon José
Gregório Duarte Valente (MAPRAES)

Deacons Eduardo Henrique Bastos Santos and
Jackson Maioli Alvarenga (EXALT)  

PrOfESSiON Of fiNaL VOwS

nine religious professed Final vows during
the period may to october 2015. in the eXalt
Province of brazil, eduardo henrique bastos
santos and Jackson maioli alvarenga professed
Final vows on 25 January 2015.  on 19 march,
marco masi professed Final vows in the
maPRaes Province.  eduar carranza altamirano
of the scoR Province professed Perpetual vows on
16 may 2015.  in the sPiR Province, Peter chinh
truc hoang and thomas nhu thanh nguyen pro-
fessed Final vows on 13 June 2015.  on 31 July,
Giresse mikungu professed Final vows in the
salv Province of congo on 31 July 2015.  during
the month of september, Federico di saverio pro-
fessed Final vows in the maPRaes Province on
12 september, and Radosław mucha of the assUm
Province of Poland, on 14 september 2015.

PrOfESSiON Of firST VOwS 
during the period of may to october 2015,

eight Religious professed First vows. on 16 may
2015, two religious of the thom vice-Province of
india professed First vows, antony John P. a. and
antony Polakatt house. three novices of the
RePac Province of indonesia professed First vows
on 09 July:  adrianus dilan, adrianus nong Rony
and kristianus damianus tepo.  on 05 september,
Fabrice Felim and Francesco leonardi of the
maPRaes Province professed First vows on
monte argentario.  Finally, Grzegorz mossakowski
of the assUm Province of Poland made First
Profession of vows on 14 september 2015.

PriESTLY OrDiNaTiONS
ten of our Religious were ordained to the Priesthood
during the period may to october 2015. on 16 may,
Fr. douglas alexander carmona Rodríguez and on
22 august, Fr. segundo Felaun Fatama Rucoba of the
scoR Province were ordained to the priesthood.  Fr.
Jorge henrique abreu tanus was ordained in the
eXalt Province of brazil on 07 June 2015.  in the
maPRaes Province, two religious were ordained
priests, Fr. aloysius dapu kola on 26 June and Fr.
Francesco solazzo on 29 June.  during this period,
three religious were ordained to the priesthood in the
Gemm vicariate: Frs. Pastor Peter mumburi and
Patrice John oisso on 09 July and Fr. John Francis
kaniki on 25 July.  in the vUln Province of austria-
Germany, Fr. markus seidler was ordained a priest
on 11 July 2015. Finally, Fr. Gilbert ytac of the Pass
Province of the Philippines was ordained on 22 July
2015.  

DiaCONaTE OrDiNaTiONS
during the period of may to october 2015,

thirteen Religious were ordained deacons.  in the
RePac Province of indonesia, antonius kema,
agustinus Riang kapuka and marius Rusli were
ordained deacons on 15 February 2015.  the follow-
ing religious were ordained to the diaconate in the
ReG Province of mexico on 18 april 2015, Jesús
ceja Quiroz and clemente olvera Guerrero. in the
maPRes Province, salvatore viola was ordained a
deacon on 01 June and José Gregório duarte valente
was ordained a deacon on 28 June.  hélcio antunes
Garcia and ademir Guedes azevedo of the calv
Province of brazil were ordained to the deaconate
respectively on 20 June and 01 august 2015.  two
religious were ordained deacons in the scoR
Province of spain-latin america on 25 July 2015:
manuel mendoza méndez and José manuel sandoval
Flores. during this period, two religious of the
eXalt Province of brazil were ordained deacons on
01 august 2015, eduardo henrique bastos santos
and Jackson maioli alvarenga.
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Deacon Ademir Guedes
Azevedo (CALV)

Fr. Jorge Henrique
Abreu Tanus (EXALT)

Frs. Pastor Peter Mumburi, Patrice John Oisso and Fr.
John Francis Kaniki (GEMM)

Deacon Hélcio Antunes
Garcia (CALV)

Fr. Aloysius Dapu
Kola (MAPRAES)

Grzegorz Mossakowski (ASSUM)

Fr. Jifin Sebastian
Mappilassery (THOM)

Fr. Johnson Emmanuel
Mamath (THOM)

Fr. Binu Johnson
Kunnummel (THOM)
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Fr. Markus Seidler (VULN)

Fr. Douglas Alexander Carmona
Rodríguez (SCOR)

Fr. Francesco Solazzo
(MAPRAES)

Radosław Mucha (ASSUM)

Francesco Leonardi and Fabrice Felim
(MAPRAES)

Jesús Ceja Quiróz and Clemente
Olvera Guerrero (REG)

Fr. Andrés Yamit Carillo
Mendoza (SCOR)

Fr. Gilbert Ytac (PASS)
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JPiC PaSSiO PEr La ViTa, PEr La TErra,

Laboratorio internazionale, Roma, Edizione:

PASSIONISTI EDIZIONE-CURIA, Anno Edizione:

2015

La PrOViNCia Maria SS.Ma DELLa PiETa,

Edizione: SAN GABRIELE, 2015.

MENOLOGiO DELLa PrOViNCia Maria

SS.Ma DELLa PiETa, Edizione: SAN GABRIELE,

2015.

DiCCiONariO DE La PaSiON DE

JESUCriSTO, Edizione: SAN PABLO, 2015.

cacho lópez, José luis, c.P., CON OLOr a

OVEJa, Edizione: PASIONISTA-GRAFICA

ANAROL, 2015.

cecconi, Roberto, c.P., La DiSPErSiONE E La

NUOVa SEQUELa DEi DiSCEPOLi Di GESU

iN MarCO, UNa DEbOLEZZa riSCaTTaTa,

Edizione: CITTADELLA EDITRICE, 2015.

ciciliani, alessandro, c.P., LE MONaCHE

PaSSiONiSTE a ViGNaNELLO CENTO aNNi

Di PrESENZa E Di ViTa 1915/2015, Edizione:

TIPOGRAFIA MESCHINI - Tivoli (Roma), 2015.

Fabri, vincenzo, c.P., SaN GabriELE

DELL’aDDOLOraTa: La ViTa E i PrODiGi

PiU rECENTi DEL SaNTO DEi MiraCOLi

DaL 1975 aL 2014, Edizione: VELAR, 2015.

Gabriele dell’addolorata, LETTErE

CONfiDENZiaLi CON aLTri SCriTTi E

PrEGHiErE, Edizione: SAN GABRIELE, 2015.

García macho, Pablo, c.P., CarTaS DE SaNTa

GEMa GaLGaNi a SU DirECTOr ESPiri-

TUaL, P. GErMaN DE SaN ESTaNiSLaO,

PaSiONiSTa, Edizione: EDIBESA, 2015.

houben, charles, DEar brOTHErS & SiS-

TErS: Letters of Saint Charles of Mount argus to

his family, Edizione: OVADA, 2014.

Jeon, dominic Jin, c.P., La MEMOria DELLa

PaSSiONE Di GESU SECONDO SaN PaOLO

DELLa CrOCE E L’EVaNGELiZZaZiONE iN

COrEa, tesi di licenza (Pontificia Università

Gregoriana, Roma), 2015.

leonardo, Graziano, c.P., L’ESErCiZiO DELLa

COrrESPONSabiLiTa NELLa NUOVa

ParrOCCHia, Prefazione (a cura di) Giovanni

tangorra, Edizione: LARUFFA EDITORE, 2015.

lippi, adolfo, c.P., NEL fUOCO D’aMOrE

DELLa TriNiTa: Un itinerario di santità con

san Paolo della Croce, Edizione: EDIZIONI

FEERIA, 2015.

mirra, Pierluigi, c.P., bEaTO GriMOaLDO

SaNTaMaria, STUDENTE PaSSiONiSTa,

Edizione: ARTI GRAFICHE ITALO CERNIA s.r.l.,

2015.

monaghan, christopher, c.P., a friENDLY

GUiDE TO PaUL, Edizione: GARRATT, 2014.

Pasquali, marco, c.P., La VEriTa DELLa

CrOCE: UN PErCOrSO Di CriSTOLOGia

NELLa TEOLOGiCa Di H.U. VON

baLTHaSar, tesi di licenza, Edizione:

PONTIFICIA UNIVERSITA GREGORIANA, 2015.

Pereira, José carlos, c.P., COMO faZar UM

PLaNEJaMENTO PaSTOraL, ParOQUiaL

E DiOCESaNO, Edizione: PAULUS, 2015.

___________NOVOS VENTOS NOS CONVEN-

TOS, Desvelando os meandros da Vida religiosa

Consagrada em vista da sua renovacao, Edizione:

PAULUS, 2015.

___________PaSTOraL Da ESPEraNCa,

Subsidio de implantacao, formacao e atuacao de

agentes, EDITORA VOZES, 2015.

Piovano, antonio, SaN GabriELE

MELODraMMa rELiGiOSO, PriMa

ESECUZiONE aSSOLUTa, Edizione: SAN

GABRIELE, 2015

Plet, Philippe François, c.P., La PaSSiON SELON

SaiNT JEaN OU LE JUGEMENT DU MONDE,

Edizione: SALVATOR, 2015.
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NOTiTiaE ObiTUS

Usque ad diem 20 Maius 2015 – 8 October 2015, acceptae

DIE OBDORMIVIT IN DOMINO PROVINCIA NATUS VOTA 
NUNCUPAVERAT

5/20/15 Sac. Ignaas Libbrecht GABR 08/09/1928 09/09/1948
6/5/15 Fra. Paul Morgan PAUL 20/09/1927 13/03/1953
6/7/15 Fra. José Odriozola Kerexeta SCOR 04/05/1924 23/04/1952
6/11/15 Fra. Pius I-Jin Chung MACOR 24/01/1947 13/02/1974
6/20/15 Sac. Richard Scheiner PAUL 19/08/1932 16/07/1953
6/28/15 Fra. Timoteo Specchia MAPRAES 24/06/1934 28/04/1956
6/29/15 Sac. Esteban Barruetabeńa Larruskain SCOR 26/12/1931 09/08/1948
7/1/15 Sac. Eulogio Cordero Martínez SCOR 05/01/1938 12/09/1955
7/9/15 Sac. Brendan Breen PAUL 29/09/1922 15/08/1943
7/10/15 Fra. Modesto De Angelis MAPRAES 28/06/1944 31/12/1960
7/18/15 Sac. Conleth O'Hara IOS 27/03/1929 04/12/1950
8/10/15 Sac. Michele Carogioiello MAPRAES 07/07/1938 15/09/1958
8/10/15 Sac. Józef Pacuszka ASSUM 09/08/1944 02/09/1969
8/16/15 Sac. Fortunato Ciomei MAPRAES 09/04/1909 24/10/1926
8/23/15 Sac. Brendan McDermott PATR 11/06/1931 15/09/1950
9/4/15 Sac. Innocenzo Pisconti MAPRAES 08/02/1924 30/09/1942
9/9/15 Sac. Ronan Callahan PAUL 22/05/1923 15/08/1945
9/20/15 Sac. Gaudenzio Medina MAPRAES 16/10/1928 08/09/1945
9/24/15 Sac. Esteban Queréndez Alańa SCOR 28/11/1926 07/05/1945
9/29/15 Sac. Luke Magee IOS 06/10/1930 23/10/1948

1/16/15 Sr. M. Cecilia dell'Immacolata (Teresa)
Benedetti

Monasterio Passionistarum de
Tarquinia (Italia)

25/11/1942 5/06/1966

1/29/15 Sr. Lourdes Rosa de María Virgen (Luz
Elena) Aguilera Casillas

Inst. Filiarum Passionis D.N.I.C. et
Dolorum B.V.M. (México)

26/09/1937 08/12/1963

2/5/15 Sr. Maria Tecla di San Giuseppe (MȘ
Giuseppa) Colucci

Inst. Sororum Passionistarum a S.
Paulo a Cruce (Signa)

08/10/1937 12/09/1959

2/11/15 Sr. Ma. de los Ángeles del Sagrado
Corazón Delgado Alvarado

Inst. Filiarum Passionis D.N.I.C. et
Dolorum B.V.M. (México)

01/10/1936 03/06/1952

2/22/15 Sr. Conleth O'Leary Inst. Sororum SS. Crucis et
Passionis D.N.I.C. (England)

18/09/1922 23/01/1944

3/23/15 Sr. Ellen Downes Inst. Sororum SS. Crucis et
Passionis D.N.I.C. (U.S.A.)

10/09/1935 28/08/1957

4/13/15 Sr. Martha de Jesús Crucificado (Martha
Catalina) Luja Pérez

Inst. Filiarum Passionis D.N.I.C. et
Dolorum B.V.M. (México)

19/01/1968 15/08/1991

4/19/15 Sr. Germana da Anunciaçăo (Etelvina)
Possebon

Inst. Sororum Passionistarum a S.
Paulo a Cruce (Signa) - Prov. Cuore
Imm. di Maria, Brasile

15/03/1927 29/03/1948

4/22/15 Sr. Ann Miriam of the Hearts of Jesus and
Mary Mills

Monasterio Passionistarum de
Whitesville (U.S.A.)

28/10/1925 21/11/1955

4/24/15 Sr. Lairte de Jesus Coroado de Espinhos
Grigolli

Inst. Sororum Passionistarum a S.
Paulo a Cruce (Signa) - Prov. Cuore
Imm. di Maria, Brasile

19/10/1956 31/01/1981

5/5/15 Sr. Brigid Noonan Inst. Sororum SS. Crucis et
Passionis D.N.I.C. (England)

10/12/1921 05/05/1941

5/6/15 Sr. Gemma Gabriel Shelly Inst. Sororum SS. Crucis et
Passionis D.N.I.C. (Ireland)

20/07/1916 28/04/1936

5/24/15 Sr. Breda Eustace Inst. Sororum SS. Crucis et
Passionis D.N.I.C. (Ireland)

28/10/1936 14/09/1959

6/4/15 Sr. Ana Cleusa de Jesus Crucificado
Campos

Inst. Sororum Passionistarum a S.
Paulo a Cruce (Signa)

20/05/1950 28/04/1973

6/19/15 Sr. Alda della Madre di Dio (Carolina)
Rossini

Monasterio Passionistarum de
Ovada (Italia)

01/08/1928 14/09/1953

8/22/15 Sr. Matilde de S. Paulo da cruz (Elza)
Teixeira

Inst. Sororum Passionistarum a S.
Paulo a Cruce (Signa)

14/04/1917 21/10/1934

8/24/15 Sr. Dolores de Jesús Agonizante (María
Dorinda) Romero Curros

Monasterio Passionistarum de
Torrente (Espańa)

26/07/1925 05/04/1964

9/11/15 Sr. Maria Cecília de S. Pedro Apóstolo
(Ignez) Ferreira

Inst. Sororum Passionistarum a S.
Paulo a Cruce (Signa)

07/11/1922 16/08/1942

9/19/15 Sr. Marie Alphonsus Dunne Inst. Sororum SS. Crucis et
Passionis D.N.I.C. (Ireland)

09/09/1918 07/05/1945

9/29/15 Sr. Arcangela dell'Addolorata (Giovanna)
Rapizza

Inst. Sororum Passionistarum a S.
Paulo a Cruce (Signa)

30/05/1926 02/11/1947

10/8/15 Sr. Cesarina dell'Addolorata (Angelica)
Cimmino

Inst. Sororum Passionistarum a S.
Paulo a Cruce (Signa)

01/03/1934 24/03/1956

MONIALES ET SORORES DEFUNCTAE
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MERCY
Jesus Christ is the face of the Father’s mercy.

Mercy: a wellspring of joy, serenity, and peace. Our salvation depends on it. 
Mercy: the word reveals the very mystery of the Most Holy Trinity. 
Mercy: the ultimate and supreme act by which God comes to meet us. 
Mercy: the fundamental law that dwells in the heart of every person who 

looks sincerely into the eyes of his brothers and sisters on the path of 
life. 

Mercy: the bridge that connects God and man, opening our hearts to a hope 
of being loved forever despite our sinfulness.

These words might well sum up the mystery of the Christian faith.

Pope Francis
Bull of Indiction

of the Extraordinary
Jubilee of Mercy (No.2)


